Re: SHPD Nominations to the Hawaii Register of Historic Places
August 26, 2016

Public Comments: Laura Ruby

No nominations up for review use the Hawaiian diacritical marks.

**Bushnell Residence**
--Joseph Stanton, University of Hawai‘i Professor of American Studies and Art and Art History
--Johnathan Johnson (spelling)
--architectural photos need numbering and a photo sketch with orienting arrows

**Henry J. Kaiser Estate**
--Descriptive language should be rewritten in keeping with historical documentation. A *Pocket Guide to Writing in History* states “Choosing appropriate language…. Avoid value-laden words…. Avoid biased language.” Needs rewriting—avoid words like unique, great, ferocious, genius, grand, joyful, extra fervency, etc.

**Medcalf Residence**
--Needs 1 paragraph on Medcalf.
--maps and architectural photos mixed, no photo log.

**Schuman Residence**
--no photo sketch

**Summers Residence**
--no photo sketch

**Wrenn Beach House**
--no photo sketch

**Crozier Residence**
--Clean up language, tenses, proofread
--Straighten out chronology
--pp 10-11--Tanaka cannot be both second generation and immigrant
--p 13 formal proprietary—should be proprietor?
--“white missionary business interest bloc”—should be white business interest bloc of missionary children
--Should follow NPS format--Figure 12 on history/events and architectural photos merged